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Students vote 60% against segregation statute
Students voted down the ASDU
Segregated facilities Statute yeslerday
by a vote of 1300 to 884.
Tho vote left in force an ASDU resolution passed last spring, according to
USDA Attorney General Steve Granvelli.
Last spring's resolution condemned the
use of segregated facilities by University
related organizations, but recognized "the
right of any private—that is, any selective, non-campus wide—group to patronize such facilities."
The statute defeated yesterday would
have prohibited any University-related
organization open to students of more
than one school or college from using
facilities known -to discriminate on the

basis of race. The bill provided for a fine
of up to $150 against offenders.
The referendum was called after two
petition campaigns got over
700
signatures questioning either the constitutionality or Ihe policy of the statue.
The first attempt at an ASDU bill on
the use of segregated facilities was made
last spring when the Legislature passed
the resolution condemning the use of
segregated facilities but recognizing the
"right" of a private group to patronize
such facilities.
ASDU President Jon Kinney and the
Chronicle attacked the recognition of this
"right," and the Legislature voted to
have the matter studied by a committee

headed by Legislator Patty Jenkins. The
committee recommended a modified
version of the resolution which did not
recognize the "right" in question. The
Legislature voted down ihe committee's
proposal, thus leaving the original resolution in force.
After this semester began, Miss
Jenkins- committee began meeting to
discuss the situation again. The committee recommended a two-part package
which condemned the use of segregated
facilities and prohibited organizations
directly responsible to ASDU from using
llieni. This proposal was amended by the
•bill which was the subject of yesterday's
referendum and passed the Legislature.

The two petition campaigns brought
the statute to referendum defeat. In the
aftermath of yesterday's vote, the only
ASDU policy statement on the use of
segregated facilities is the original one
passed last spring. This resolution has
been neither superceded nor repealed hy
the Association,
About 25 Negro students stood in front
of the voting table in the West union
yesterday to protest the fact of the
referendum.
Ken Chestnut, a spokesman for the
Negroes, said, "We are opposed to the
referendum, not to the bill. We oppose
the fact that students are trying to decide
something that is our inherent right as

members of this University."
At 1:20 p.m. the Negroes ripped up
their ballots without voting and left.
Asked to comment on the defeat of the
statute in the referendum, Kinney gave
the Chronicle the following statement: "I
Chink the vote was revealing to many
people, and in many ways. The fact that
some Negroes did not vote is to be
respected and yet is a potential sign of
danger. Since everyone who spoke out
against the bill claimed thait they were
not opposed to the principle of not using'
segregated facilities, and their only objection was the manner in which the bill
was proposed by ASDU, I would expect
these people to lead a movement to get

every living group and
chartered
organization on campus to volutarily
adopt a policy of not using segrcgaled
facilities, I would expect that this action
could be accomplished within these
groups before Founder's Day, December
Legislator Pete Culver, -who sponsored
one of the peitions against the statute,
told the Chronicle that he would support
any effort to get groups on campus to
pledge not to use sogregated facilities.
"People think that this is going to make
ASD1 JJ bit weaker, and 1 can't help but
agree with them, but I don't 'Ihink it's
anything drastic," he said of the statute's
defeat.

A news analysis

Symposium
the definition and even if the definition
were perfect, it could be boring,"

By J I M M C C U L L O U G H

This feeling, while not universal, was
general, and only on occasion were the
problems noted or steps taken to combat
them.
rn a deliberate imove, the Symposium
committee chose a subject considerably
narrower than either of those of the past
two years,"Concepts of a Universitv"
('66) and "A Question of Values" ('65).
The hope was to get more in depth than
was possiblle with either of those

Continually the panelists were forced
to preface their remarks with statements to the effect that many of their
points had been made by the previous
speaker.
Further, the depth failed to materialize because the speakers began the
discussion on the fringe of what is known
or could be reasonably predicted, and
their different perspectives — sociohislorical ( L i p s e t ) , power-political
(Newfield), psychological (Halleck) and
"do your own hing" (FriedbenbergJ —
prevented them frecn communicating on
any more than a desriptive level.

'67
no true conservative viewpoint expressed.
Dr. Lipset, who left early, probably came
closet to that position in his historically
based critique of this generation as not
all that different. But he, "
agreed with the views of the rest.
The problem was most clearly
demonstrated at last night's panel
discussion, where Dr. White, t h e
(moderator, noted the basic agreement of
the panel and called for conservative student criticism. After a start by a couple
of student questioners, the lack of and
need for someone on the panel maintaining that position became obvious, as
each student was rebutted by all three or
by one with the nodding acceptance of the
other two.

While previous symposia tended to
spread themselves too thin at times, the
participants of Symposium '67 tended,
especially in their major addresses, to
agree with one another, almost to the exclusion of controversy.

So despite differences in persepctive,
calm prevailed, acrimonious exchange
was at a minimum, and questions from
the students were mot with comments,
not controversy.

fn general the seminars did not suffer
from tbe deficiencies of the main
discussions. Taken individually, the
panelists were interesting, articuate, and

Basically their positions were variations on a theme with major areas of
overlap. As one student put it," they have
all been defining. They basically agree on

This points up the second problem: too
narrow a spectrum of philosopy. The
panel ran, ideologically, from old New
Left to laissezJaire elilist, but there was

Also, speaking alone to a more intimate group, the exchange and question
went much faster, and the panelists were
better able to show their differences.

The audience last night

Impact of three groups
Jack Newfield examined three groups
in the postwar generation in his Symposium speech last night and said the
evidence of the generation's impact was
"inescapable."
He dealt wilh "the social activists of
the New Left, the singers and writers of
the new music, and the dropouts of the
hippie subcultures."
The New Left, he said, has played the
"traditional catalytic role radicals and
Utopians have always played. It has pushed liberals farther out than they would
like to go."
Newfield contended that while the
New Left has not been able to become a
powerful political force on its own, it
'%as affected the most fundamental
political force on its own, it "has affected
the most fundamental political events of
this decade."
"The New left has asked the most
radical and probing questions possible
about the way we live now," Newfield
said. "Do the most fundamental values of
the society—marriage, religion, materialwealth, sci nee, patriotism—make any
sense?" he asked,
"il do not say the New Left is without
flaws," be said. But, he went on, "in an
absurd country, it is unfair to expect
youngest radicals not to be a little absurd
themselves."
iNewfield said that, while 20 years ago
the best creative minds were expressing
themselves in novels, the best minds of
the postwar generation are writing songs.

Newfield in t h e Celestial O m n i b u s

Four speak at seminars
By BOB SWITZER
And
DICK CLARK
Individual seminars yeslerday gave
Jack Newfield, Dr. Friedenberg and Dr.
'Halleck chances to elaborate on issues
not covered in Symposium.
Newfield
warned of a growing
polarization between the -left and the
right as tho "basic political trend in the
country."
Doing his own thing, the assistant
editor of the Village Voice debated "Ihe
revolution" with students who had come
to hear him at a seminar in the Celestial
Omnibus,
"I don't consider myself a revolutionary," he declared. "I don't know what
it means to be a revolutionary in
America. I Ihink probably the only
revolutionaries in America are Ihe black
kids in the ghetto who rioted Ihis sumOn the one hand, Newfield argued thai
America was awakening to its urban
pains. On the other, he forecast a
repression, "a kind of McCarthyism
returning to the counlry."
Describing the aftermath of the riots,

he said "After the first emotion of fear
and hate against the rioters passes, and
people begin to confront themselves, they
more and more are willing to accept that
poverty causes riots, not agitators,"
"Liberty, equality and fraternities"
was Dr. Friedenberg main preoccupation
in his seminar at the C e l e s t i a l
Omnibus.
Dr. Friedenberg, when asked his opinion of fraternities, replied favorably:
'T am io favor of fraternities as long
as they do not serve as a social climbing
ladder wilhin the university. Fraternilies
can counteract a great deal of impersonality on the campus."
•'A fraternity is a group of human
beings who posess like personality traits
They should not be opened up to random
selection."
"I do not think that people can solve
intcrpersonnel relationships for other
people. And I do not think it is right for
people to destroy fraternities just for the
sake of destroying them."
Dr. Friedenberg then opened Ihe
seminar up to random discussion.
lie came out in favor of the
segregated facilities statute saying that,

I for university which has
a policy of non-discrimination to have
such a Statute."
The question or whether or not sex
should be discussed openly was asked
Friedenberg,
•He replied, "Yes, definitely sex should
be discussed openly. If there is the thing
wrong, it is that sex is not taught at an
early enough age, I think that human
beings grow best when there is a full
awareness of feelings."
When asked about images in today's
world, Friedenberg answered that song
today is a major poetic device in ex*pressing the thoughts of the younger
generation.
"Great hysteria ensued, with everyone
weeping."
That phrase was part of Dr. Seymour
Halleck's description of student protest
against 'military acl.ivif.ius en campus at
the University of Wisconsin during his
Sti.dent protests started two years ago
against the draft and culminated this
year on Ocloher 18 when they protested
against Dow Chemical job recruiters
and rioted against the cily police.

The students chose Dow because it is
Ihe major manufacturer of napalm and a
symbol of the war being fought in Viet
Nam. This was the second series of protests against Che company at the
University. The first, a smaller but
violent
demonstration,
occured last
winter.
The last riot was short-lived but
violent. Sixly-three studenls were hurt,
though none badly. A number of police
were hurt two badly.
Although the second protest and riot
was rather short, 'the consequences will
be longed lived, Halleck said. University
life was disrupted and issues were
polarized between the liberals and conservatives. Another riot may begin if the
CIA comes lo the campus as planned, he
said. Dr. Halleck hopes the CIA will not
come but 1s afraid that the Board of
Regents will force the issue. He hopes
that the University will survive and not
pull itself apart.
Halleck said he sympathizes with the
protestors and feels that this protest is
healthy but doesn't feel Ihat the University should be sacrificed over the issue of
the war in Viet Nam.

touched more sensitive minds of the
under-30 generation than any other individual," he asserted.
The hippies have affected society "in
a less radical and less enduring
way. . .than the political activists or juke
box poets," he said.
Newfield said the hippies are against
"all the r i g h t things—materialism,
status, machines, bureaucracy, regimen"That you can get brilliant poetry out of
a juke box for a dime may shock English
professors and librarians, but it is a
fact," he said.
"Eleanor Ribgy wouldn't know what to
say to Peggy Sue,'' he noted, comparing
the popular music of ten years ago with
that of today. "Bob Dylan has, I think,

tation, repression, war—but because they
are a revolt rooted in .style rather than
substance, i fear their long-term affect on the society may be small."
"The novelty-hungry establishment,"
Newfield said, has been quick to adopt
the exotic symbols of 'the hippies. "Sears
and Roebuck has old-fashioned sales, but
now they call them 'happenings'," he
pointed out.
The postwar generation can do much
to reform its society, Newfield concluded.
"March, picket, sit-in, start a protest in
the Negro ghetto in Durham, decentralize
and democratize procedures at the
University, read Herbert Marcuse, read
Thomas Jefferson and Malcolm X," he

Friedenberg,
assess youth's
"Impact may be too strong a Word,"
said Dr. Edgar Friedenberg, in his Symposium speech Tuesday night in Page
Auditorium. He changed the title of his
.major address to "The Influence of
... Society."
Dr. Friedenberg, a S o c i o l o g y
Professor at the State University of New
York, offered four points to consider as
reasons for postwar youth's ir.lli.cncc on
Surrounding (he postwar generation,
particularly its activists, Dr Friedenberg
said, there is a definite sense of
aristocracy. This is caused, he added, by
Iheir non-empirical behavior, and their
"committment to expressiveness."
Another cause for this artistocratic
sense is the generation's "concern for the
moral quality of their acts." Dr. Friedenberg felt that their concern was more
with the morality of the ends rather than
with the morality of the means.
Dr. Friedenberg cited "a new concept
of authority" as another factor in youth's
influence. He said that people speak of
Che rebellion of today's youth, but that
rebellion is only possible against accepted
authority. "Authority has come to be
treated as something you either have to
live wilh or to die of."
"A new attitude of sensuality" was
cited as a third reason. This is caused, he
said, by the fact that "you have to learn
to love in a very short time" in today's
society.
The response of the mass media to the
moods of Ihe postwar generation is a
fourth cause, Friedenberg said. He said
that he felt the rcspim.se was splilfiiig
along definite and predictable social
lines, with magazines publishing that
which ils advertisers wanted its readers

panel
impact

In response to Dr. Richard White's
plea that the conservative students take
part in the panel discussions at the final
night of Symposium, Duke students asked
questions concerning more s p e c i f i c
political issues.
With Dr, Seymour Lipset absent, the
panelists showed even less disagreement
among themselves but took 'urns answering questions from the a u d i e n c e .
Rcpresen;a:.v^^ of the campus left wing.
refrained from questions last night and'
lep. the floor to the more conservative
students,
Friedenberg made 'fie most pertinent
comments of the night when he answered
a question on 'the segregated facilities
bill.
He recognized the validity of the argument that people are deprived of some of
their rights by anti-segregation bills but
thought "that the people who suspected
racism were probably right. Nobody
could have voted for permitting the use
of segregated facilities without being
aware of, among other Ihings the racist
consequence of the action."
%
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500 copies of a booklet of I I :';:
Chronicle's Symposium coverae.' •:;.
will be sold starting Saturday un jj;
Ihe Main Quad. The printed cover j |
binds t h e Chronicle issues of lasl ;:•:
Friday. Sunday, Monday, Tuesday |
and today. The price, to cover j |
luting costs. \
a quarter o
less.
may be reserved until ig
Saturday morning by calling the '0
Chronicle at 2663 or writing to 308 j:j:
Flowers. After Saturday morning ji;
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lii-.sf come—flrsl served.
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Symposium?

A short look back at Symposium '67
shows that the prime goal of the Committee 1ms been produced.
Bob Waldman said Friday that he
preferred this year a probe of depth
rather than one of controversy. His
reasoning was good: take a topic which,
supposedly, all students will already be
interested in, and make a thorough
analysis of it.
But the Committee, like ASDU and
many others, forgot that our priceless
student body doesn't get interested in
ideas, causes, society's problems or the
like. Their "thing" is grade-grubbing,
drinking, dating and otherwise preparing themselves for a society which they
refuse to examine critically.
Much of the initial success of past
Symposia has been connected with controversy created by clashes of ideas and
personality in the panel and across the
stage to the audience. Dave Harris,
Lawrence Lipton, Allen Dulles—these
personalities created the necessary controversy for Symposium to cause people
to think.
In its objectives, Symposium '67 was
a success—the post war generation was
analyzed, examined and except from
Lipset, commented upon. As we will

Our

note in the next several weeks, the commentary was deep and is relevant.
But alumni leaving last n i g h t
reflected our concern that the weekend
just hadn't got off the ground. The conservative element was not articulately
represented in Symposium—not i
stage, nor in the audience, The
participants themselves did not
controversy. Their comments on the
generation were both insightful and
devastating, but were not presented so
as to cause people to think.
Symposium '67's job is not done. The
Committee must not quit with tho
weekend. If it does quit, so will the value
of their year's efforts. More than any
other year we must have extensive PostSymposium seminars to take what's
been said and think out its implications.
With this in i
: have saved
copies of this past week's Chronicles to
bind into a partial transcript of the Symposium. The bound issues will he sold on
the quads for pocket change starting
Saturday. Hopefully these will serve as
source books on Symposium until the
official transcript is printed i n
February.

"Tuesday will tell," he went on,
"whether the student body is concerned
enough about protecting its rights."
In the course of human history, there
have been few evil things that did not
have as their source the attitude which
W h i t e h e a d expressed—"concerned
about protecting its rights." Men have
been too concerned with maintaining
every little "right," every little unearned privilege. Integration is resisted
because too few are willing to give up
something of themselves so that others

By JACK NEWFIELD
Hie question I have been
assigned to address myself to
tonight is the impact of the
post war generations o n
American society. The general
evidence of that impact, is, of
course, inescapable, from the
anti-war march on the Pentagon three weeks ago, to
Commissioner Goddard's endorsement of marijuana, to the
rock .music that prances out of
radios and juke boxes across
the land.
Analyzing the s o - c a l l e d
"youth culture" has become a
lucrative career on Madison
Avenue. Every presidential
politician knows that half this
nation's population will be
under 25 by 1972. Time
Magazine annointed the "under
25 generation" as its collective
Man of the Year for 1986. All
this is obvious, and depressing
because Of its e x p l o i t i v e
character, what is less obvious
is exactly how these creative
young insurgents are making
history and a l t e r i n g consciousness. To document these
changes, I will try to examine
three different but o f t e n
overlapping groups—the social
activists of the New Left, the
singers and writers of the new
music, and the dropouts of the
hippie sub-cultures.
First, the New Left has
played the traditional catalytic
role radicals and (.topians have
always
pushed
always played.
played. It has
has pushed
liberals further out than they
"*
would like to go. SAME
organized its 1965 anti-war
march on Washington because
SDS did it first. Tbe United
Auto Workers began community organization because
SDS was doing it. Martin
Luther King recognized the
psychological need ffor Negro
pride in blackness a f t e r
SNCC p o p u l a r i z e d its
Black Power slogan. The antipoverty agency wrote the
"maximum feasible participation of the poor'' clause into its
legislation to satisfy the community organizers of the

of education in the faceless
h u r e a ucratic
multiversity
would not have become so obvious 'if the students at
Berkeley had not rebelled in
1964. Reforming t h e undemocratic structure of the
draft would not now be debated
in Congress if (he New Loft
had not raised that issue first.
And the state department's
absurd travel ban would not
have been rejected hy the
courts if the New Left had not
tested it first.
Third, the New Left has asked the most radical and probing questions possible about
the way we live now. Is life

Newfield
aibsurd? Do the Bay of Pigs,
Santo Domingo and Viet Nam
indicate that once revolutionary America has heeome
the most anti-revolutionary
force on this planet? Do the
most fundamental values of
t h e s o c i e t y — m a r riage,
religion, material w e a l t h ,
science, patriotism—make any

In America a true representative democracy, or is C.
Wright Mills right in asserting
that a small Power Elite
makes all the i m p o r t a n t
may live a life with the same rights they
decisions? Do the facts of
Negro disenfranch isement in
The vote proved, tragically, that our
the rural South, congressional
generation is no exception. We are too
apportionment that f a v o r s
selfish to surrender a small part of our
rural areas, the secrecy of the
government's foreign policy
group's "autonomy" out of respect for
Second, the New Left, by its decisions, and the considerable
Negroes who are insulted hy the existence and patronage of segregated relentless, often extra-legal ac- undemocratic power of the
tivism, has effected the most military, the mass media, and
facilities.
fundamental political events of business, all seriously subvert
The issue here is more than
h e t l l i s d e c a d e . The civil righfs" democracy?
freedom—it is human dignity, T "**
Is a society moral, or even
acts of 1964 and 1965 would
students at this University have in effect never have 'been written if sane when it spends $332,000
tried to deny the Negroes both.
per enemy killed in Vietnam,
there were not sit-i
and only $53 per poor person at
Jon Kinney has c h a l l e n g e d
freedom rides in is6i,
'University-related g r o u p s to take in- SNCC's summer project in
If Dr. Lipset is right, or is
itiative they have failed to t a k e . Many 1964. That the American Negro
have not yel committed themselves to is in general poorer and more America now in the midst of
extending non-discrimination policies to segregated today is not the ils most desperate crisis since
guests as well as m e m b e r s . It is about mw
Left's fault. The anti- the Civil War?
Even on the campuses today
|jme
war m o v e m e n t
would
it is the New Left that is askAs groups use their staunchly-defend- J ^ ^ z e 'if $m_i
not ing the hardest moral ques:ed autonomy to establish segregated organized a march of 25,000 in tions. Should the community ot
facilities policies, ASDU must a m e n d or April of 1965, and if the Viet- scholars implicate itself in pror e p e a l last spring's segregated facilities nam Summer Project did not moting the wretched Vietnam
resolution. It seems that since students put 26,000 organizers in the war by inviting the CIA and
have repealed this fall's statute, ASDU field, talking to ordinary peo- Dow Chemical recruiters on
the campus? Should students
is once again on record as recognizing pie, last summer. That the
and the faculty have a voice in
" t h e right of any private—that is, any '*s wider today is all the n
the way the university makes
growth. And .
its daily decisions regarding
die failure of A m e r i c a n grading, curfews, curriculums,
In an integrated community,
honorary degrees, and faculty
democracy to do its work.
cannot be recognized as a group right.
More effectively, the failures promotions?

generation

Symposium spent three days analyzing and discussing a generation—our
generation. Yet the most illuminating
commentary on the postwar generation
is the referendum vote on t h e
segregated facilities statute yesterday.
By repealing the ASDU statute, students
would deny the dignity of the Negroes
excluded from the segregated facilities
in this part of North Carolina.
John Whitehead didn't know it, but he
said all there really is to say about the
issue in the column published on this
page Monday. "White s t u d e n t s , ' '
Whitehead wrote, "will resent this attempted violation of their off-campus
rights in the name of the Negro and may
tend to blame the Negro."

Newfield: insurgents make history

Interview with Dr. Friedenberg

'I like the look of the kids
By ALAN SHUSTERMAN
Just before his semina
yesterday, the Chronicle ii
Chronicle: Do you have any
general i m p r e s s i o n s of
Duke?
Friedenberg; I like the look
of the kids. 1 think there are
certain advantages to being
middle class, being a little less
skeptical of their own importance. They're effective and
they seem to move as if they
feel that the world is going to
support them, and I like that.
It doesn't feel as if they're
paranoid or uptight.
Chronicle: What do you think
Of student governments in
general?
What
sort
of
vespot'SJbiliiy (In vou think thc-v
should take?
Friedenberg: Most of the
student governments that I
know of are e s s e n t i a l l y
sandbox governments and I'm
not awfully certain there
should be such a thing. You inevitably legitimate the people
you're stibordiaole to if you accept tho subordinate role. I
think I would be on the sliideni
power side. Students should be
involved in processes in control
of government of a university,
and lhal of course i i'ii •
the end of studenl gnvernClironkle: Do you lh ik tha
It's boiler to work through a
sturiei.ll go ver n men I U get this
power or do you th.nk that ifs
better to work outside of
Fried en berg J
Outside. 1
think Marx is right about no
elite giving up power voluntarily. You can be sure that
any power Ihat you are given
is not much. Unless you can
take power, you don't have
power.
Chronicle: You described
ilic tiii-iini yesterday. Did you
mean like Ronald Ke.-ignn and
!iaiT\ Guiriwator?

Friedenberg:. . .(Think more sider yourself right wing?
Friedenberg: Now t h a t
Of) Alexis de Tocqueville and
would depend on the political
Thomas Stearns Eliot.
Chronicle: What are your issue that came up. I'm not
(conservative) because most of
principles of conservatism?
the
things that 1 would be right
Friedenberg: To me, the
most important social values wing about are not even conare individual liberty and sidered issues any more. For
example,
I'm opposed to comdignity, and the power and the
opportunity to communicate pulsory s c h o o l attendance.
one's perceptions of reality and That would mean that I'm an
enemy of the public school
system, in essence. Generally
speaking, though I don't feel
strongly about it, I think the
inheritance taxes and income
taxes in the country are too
high. To put it another way,
I'm in favor of privilege. 1
don't think your Duke kids
would be as attractive to me if
they hadn't known from the
•beginning they were going to
make it. Their eyes don't bat
around while they're talking to
you, looking for someone more
important, as they often do at
Brooklyn.
Chronicle: What's your opinion of fraternities as such?
Friedenberg: G e n e r a l l y
speaking,
I think they probably
Friedenberg
relinquished the opportunity
personal feelings. . .And it thev once had, . .that is to say
seems to me that these values to 'the extent that they are
are perpetually undermined by places you go into in order to
the more basic values of make contacts and get ahead.
liberalism, although liberals But I don't disapprove of them
are in favor ol these things too. for the reasons for which they
But what they want more are generally critized I think
undercuts them Equality of that it is beneficial, hath to the
opportunity, for e x a m p l e , individual and to the society, to
generally speaking, is pursued permit people to choose their
live
Id ways Ihat are a ll.reat to own comrades and
privacy
Conservatives,
1 together on the basis of
ihink, are quilt right about personal choice and in cliques
that. Yet being a hawk on Viet- if they want to. There's far too
imtimacy
in
the
nam for example, is generally little
related to low social status and world. . .If I though; kids in
greater working class in- the fraternities were there
fluence. McCarthy's . major because they genuinely liked
support was among the lower each other better than other
classes. He was finally done in people, I would be wholly in
with the aid and connivance of favor of it and I wouldn't at all
an old New
E n g l a n d mind that they were being exaristocrat, . .As for popular clusive to the extent that they
support (for McCarthy) there don't exist as an allernative
way of learning to be genteel
is little question about that.
Chronicle: Now do you con- un a blanket.

fraternities?
Friedenberg: No I don't. It's
a drag to be unwanted, but I
don't know quite what you
could do about it by legislative
action. . .1 would still want to
be sure that people who would
be cut out were cut out
because nobody could possibly
find them agreeable to have
around, not certainly on ethnic
or other grounds.
Chronicle: You seem to be
very sympathetic with hippies.
Do you think the hippie way of
life will be able to survive as
such?
Friedenberg: No, I don't
think so. Of course I certainly
don't think that the middle
class American way of life will
survive as such either. . .
Chronicle: The members of
the panel seem to agree that
the problems of the college age
generation right now are very
different. Do you think that
•their reactions are going lo
have a more far-reaching effect than the rea c tons of
previous generations? D r .
Lipset doesn't seem to think
Friedenberg: I'm. quite sure
it's going to be more nearly
final. These kids really are not
buying into the system, not the
hippies at least. . .The usual
generational conflict is over
access to power and control. . .The kind of kids I'm
talking about don't want into
the driver's scat. They feel as
if they were locked into the
back seat of a station wagon
that was unsafe at any speed,
built to corrupt specifications,
and driven by a middle-aged
drunk and they want out of it.
They really don't care if it
goes over a hill, although if it's
going to go on running over
children and not sstopping, it
might be better if it went over
a cliff. . (The difference is
that the aelivisls do want to

Chronicle: Do you think
there is a sexual revolution
going on in this country, and if
so, what basically do you think

I do not say the Now Left is
without flaw. It is polarizing
constituencies where they lack
majorities, and I think the_
tendency to be pro-Arab in the
Middle East ignored the fad
that there are voting machines
in Israel and Nazi scientists in
Egypt.
In an absurd c o u n t r y ,
however, it is unfair to expect
its youngest radicals not fo be
a little absurd themselves. But
in the final accounting, 1
believe the new radicals have
made a significant contribution
since I960, and if the new
M c C a r t h y i t e s , Senators
Eastland and McClellan, don't
put them all in jail, they will
continue to make a contribution in the future.
Twenty years ago, in 1947,
the most talented young people
of a generation were expressing themselves through
the form of the novel. Within
an IB month period, Norman
Mailer, Truman Copote, Gore
Vidal and James Baldwin, all
under 30 years old, all published impressive first novels. But
now in this p o s t - l i n e a r ,
McLuhan age of electronics,
the best minds of a generation
are writing songs and reaching
their mass audiences through
records, radios, and juke boxes. That you can get brilliant
poetry out of a juke box for a
dime may shock English professors and librarians, but it is
a fact. The result has been a
revolution in popular music, as
deep and as rich as the bop
revolution in jazz during the
1940*s.
A decade ago, pop music was
dominated by the inane moonJune-spoon lyrics like, "Splish,
splash, I'm taking a bath," or
"Who wears short shorts? I
wear short shorts." The songs
were all limited to three
minutes, and their themes
were blandly indifferent to the
real lives of real people.
Now that has all cnanged.
Eleanor Rigby wouldn't know
what to say to Peggy Sue. The
agents of this change have
been Bob Dylan, the Rolling
Stones, Janis Ian, the Beatles,
Phil Ochs, and a dozen less
well known young songwriters
who write for themselves and
not for the payola and charts
of Tin Pan Alley. They write
about sex, politics, violence,
absurdity,
a l l enation,
drugs—everything that
is
real—and in language that is
Bob Dylan has I think,
touched more sensitive minds
of the under-30 generation than
any other individual, just as
Camus, Jack Keroac, and J.D.
Salinger touched e a r l i e r
generations. When I visited
Norman Morrlsson's room,
after he h a d immolated
himself in protest against the
Vietnam War, I found phrases
from Dylan's songs written all
over his walls. Phrases like, "I
try to harmonize with songs
the lonesome sparrow sings"
and "In ceremonies of the
horseman, even the pawn
must hold a grudge." In a recent peace demonstration in
New York I saw a 15 or 16
year-old girl, marching with a
homemade sign that contained

only
a
phrase
from
Dylan—"The hypnotic splattered mist is slowly lifting."
And perhaps the definitivs
comment on the generation
gap is Dylan's taunting line,
"Vou don't know what's happening, do you, M i s t e r
Jones?"
There are also the Rolling
Stones, whose very song titles
themselves say more about the
mood of the young than a
dozen sociological journals, "f
Can't Get No Satisfaction."
"19th Nervous Breakdown."
"Get Off of My Cloud." and
"Let's Spend the N i g h t
Together."
And of course, the Beatles
perform the same function,
with such programmatic song
lines as •'All You Need Is
Love," "I Want To Turn You
On," and "We All Live in 5
Yellow Submarine." But these
songs contain more than just
slogans. They have profound
artistic merit. Critic and editor
Richard Poirier, in the current
issue of Partisan Review,
likens the Sgt. Pepper album
of the Beatles to Eliot's
"Wasteland." In ten years,
Duke, I think, will be teaching
Dylan in poetry seminars.
The hippies are the third
way youth have affected the
general culture. And in a less
radical and less enduring way,
I think, than the political activists or the juke box poets.
The hippies are the Beats
with a mass base, plus drugs,
plus a homogenized version of
love. I suspect their subcultures are 'better places to
live than their parents' splitlevel boxes in suburbia. And
they are against all the right
things — materialism, status
machines, b u r e a u c r a c y ,
r e g i mentation,
repression
war—but because they are a
revolt rooted in style rather
than substance I 'fear their
long-term effect on the society
may be small.
Precisely because the hippies
are a style-based movement,
the novelty-hungry establishmen thas been quick to adopt
its exotic s y m b o l s . Conventional Hollywood films like
"Casino Roy ale" used the
vibrating "acid art" poster
style of the F i 1 m o r e
Auditorium in its advertising.
White Levi denims hired the
Jefferson Airplane to record a
rpdio commercial, even as SDS
was helping 500 of that com-

And perhaps that is why the
poor Puerto Ricans in the East
ii-i'i'1 like: he hippies very much.
They see the white, middle
class Diggers burn money in
the stock exchange when they
can't pay the rent. They want
to get a job and a vote, and Dr.
Leary tells them to drop out
even though he lives in a

Ihe media, in the way the
young dress and talk may
seem great. 1 .suspect that in
ten years, their impact will be
as small as that of the Beat
Generation is today.
There remains, however, the
eternal question for dissenters:
what is there to be done?
Between the withdrawal of
the hippies and the inertia of
the old liberals there is much
that can be done.
Write books like T o m
Hayden and Carl Ogelsby.
Write songs like Bob Dylan
and Phil Ochs. Work for
political candidates committed
agaiiis: '.he Vietnam war, or
join the growing and hopeful
"dump Johnson" movement.
March picket, sit-in. Start a
project in the Negro ghetto in
Durham
Decentralize
and
deniiXTatize procedures at this
university. Read H e r b e r t
Marcuso, Thomas Jefferson
and Malcolm X. Oppose the
draft as Sartre advised French
youth during the Algerian

"I rebel, therefore we exist,"
said Camus' existential rebel
against both absirdity and In-

viewDr. Friedenberg was talking
in the Celestial Ominbus Sunday night after his first dose of
President Knight. He said that
the attitudes, ideas, structure

Reflections on
Symposium '67

Friedenberg: . . . It seems
By DAVE HENDERSON
to me that only very sick
or alienated people have sexual
Students are crying put it to
behavior. Although that was us straight. Is r e v o l t
quite common in the nine- good-^does it work. Lipset,
teenth century, it's becoming silly old man, doesn't he know
we've got to, says maybe.
Chronicle: Do you think that Maybe yes, maybe worse.
these
changes
will
b e Newfield says do it: napalmed
permanent, s e t t i n g new children, defoliate the wMIe
house. Halleck smiles from his
Friedenocrg: Yes. I think rut says stop the tidal waVe for
they already have (set new ime. Sure Doc, with a
mores).. . For example that sponge?
acts could be totally sexual
Friedenburg, bless his sweet
without any affeetual bond
soul, is so turned on
between people (like pro- southern
McLuhan and acid, can't put
stiiutieiil anil lhal the satisfac- to
it in linear analysis, says do
tion obtained by that is worth your
thing, but love, tiipset
having. . .You can't imagine reiterates
impeccable
that sort of thing in Haight- his trios ity inthat
sociological
Ashbury. . .When
an
exwith usual
perience is total (like for Hip- patterns indicate
that change may
pies) it's no longer sex- unreliability
indicate
struggling
impetuosity
ual.. . like the
s e n s u a l on the part of disenchanted,
response of an infant. Infants ego-centric youth. (Then again,
enjoy tremendous s e x u a l il may not.)
gi-atificalion and also have
Friedenburg a d v o c a t e s
orgasms, not ejaculation of
agrees
with
course. But there is no child absurdity,
too small to be turned on. The Newfield, agrees with Lipset
but
says that it only won't
point is, that for such a child
work
outside
of
your
bag.
It's
there is not a distinction
between sexual and o t h r your bag, baby, it transcends
aspects, and life is getting to absurdity. HalleOk's thing is
be more like that, which I is a straight, sure, linear, understandable. Audience reacts,
very good thing.
(iiriinii'le: What rio you Ihink says, say man, he's really got
Of Dr. Halleck's position Ihat Ihe phrases.
Lipset speaks the truth with
one should work for the
legalization of pot, but refrain n e v e r-ending parenthetical
from smoking it in the mean- comment that it's the best of
Fried cnb erg: I think it's a times, the worst of times;
good idea to work for the upsets Huck, Charlie, Birkhead
ligali/at.-ui Of pot i should and Company on the front row
think thi • 'he prucess would be hung-up in the Newfield bag,
an e-diausting aud nerve- crying that Marty's hung up,
wracking one. and what one can't get out of history.
Newfield drops a name,
would need io do ij> sustain
oneself ,n Ihe meanwhile. [ here, there, indicating that he
really is in the revolting
should think it's one's own af
establishment, even though he
fair.
disclaims it and says, yes,

pauy's employees conduct a
strike in Georgia. Sears and
Robuck h a v e old-fashioned
sales, but mm1 ihey call them
••luiPi.niJiiilis." The jat sot has
adopted tho fashions, music,
ami dunces of the hippies, even
though their value system
couldn't be more contrary. So
it should come as no surprise
when Ed Sanders of the Fugs
appears en the cover of Life
Magazine,
and
Time
rhapsodizes about Ihe hippies.
The establishment loves them
so because they aren't a threat
lo anything.
The
real
threats—David Harris, Martin
Luther King, Mohammed Ali,
Mario Savio, even Lenny
Bruce—they get put in jail.

Then there's campus intellectual John Ferris True Blue
Pep Board chairman who said
of Symposium '67, "What's so
great about a Symposium,
anyway? What's so great about
all these guys?"

Dr. Lipset has produced
many reactions. Some were
sorory that he had to leave yes
terday morning and was unable
to be on the stage last night.
o p h e t i c They were hoping, perhaps,
:e loves it. that the students or other
(It's obvious the new-Duke- panlists would have given him
studentr*ag i s revolution: enough trouble to make him
watch out Mr. President, I feel defend his positions.
a serious astronomic belch of
Dr Anne Scott's reaction
public indigestion coming on, was that Dr. Lipset has "set
you'd better warn the trustees back the study of history at
and money-donors that it's all Duke at least twenty years."
in the interest of academic
freedom.)
I n teresting phenonmenon,
Lipset is really saying along this. This acadehic institution,
with Friedenburg that it's all by vote of the Undergraduate
to no avail in the historical long- Faculty -Council, s u s p e n d s
run, but he puts it in linear classes f o r
athletic-social
terms that sound as absurd as events like Homecoming and
what he says. And Friedenburg Carolina Weekend.
sums up the whole show,
What a b o u t Symposium,
defines the whole existence of Duke's
extra-curricular
post-generation war that it's attempt only
to transcend the
absurd linearity and the only absurdity of
of the camway out is in the bag, whether pus and take most
a studied look at
Hie bag is the rut, revolution, our times? Really,
hippiedom, or the drug scene, isn't this worth atgentlemen,
as
it's only in the bag that we're much as H o m e c least
oming
protected from absurdity.
Weekend?
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" B u t , " you say,
" I ' v e never felt God's
power. I wonder if He
really exists for m e ! "
We think this lecture
might answer some o1
your questions and
stir your thinking
about God.
Hear PAUL A.
ERICKSON, C.S.B.,ar
experienced teacher
and practitioner of
Christian Science
healing.

• bomb tor

MUSIC ROOM
East Duke Bldg.,
Tuesday, November 14
at 8:00 P.M.
Sponsored by the
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION
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.\lc\ar
Westmoreland, the CIA, the
.Joint Chiefs, have not been
elected. On the other hand, by
now perhaps the majority of
the United States Senate is al
least for stopping the bombing,
the Democratic M a j o r i t y
Leader, the chain.-n.an of the
Democratic Foriegn Relations
Committee, Senator Morton,
and Senator Kennedy.
I think that the British
system, whereby everybody in
the Cabinet who is responsible
for those d e c i s i o n s is
democratically
elected
is
preferable to the system we
have now, where a bunch of
faceless military men is mating the decisions, and as one
—*- institutional example
where I think demooracy i
working in terms of foreign
policy.
Student: But we elected the
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.Newfield: —va a peace
form. 1 want no wider
than Lyndon Johnson, Well,
basically, we elected (he Piesider.t for belter or for worse.
Student: We had, I would
say, 52,000,000 people that
elected the President and
25,ooo is simply a small, small,
small minority ol the people,
and :n a democracy, it is a
majority that rules
Newfield: That figure of
25.0C0 repreer.'ed a number of
people who joined an ar.'. war
march on Washington in April
"•f IS65.
I rhir.k today, it is nol 25.000.
It ,s some of the mosl respeclauie figures in American
society. Senator T h u r s t o n
Morton, former Republican national chairman, G e n e r a l
Gavin, Bishop Sheen,
Friedenberg: If I could add
to Mr. Nawfield's point a little.
There are a couple of other
aspects of simply the issues
that have been raised that I
find at least ironic For one
thing, although this
afied
; ;-ip!e
in the particular instance,
afraid it does. The statement
that we elect the President unfortunately in the present instance is a bit ambiguous, isn't
it? I mean, we sure didn't elect
him from a standing start.
* ' extremely unlikely that
•would have secured the
lination had President Kennedy been living, and the
circumstances of President
Kennedy's death are still, shall
we say, shrouded in mystery
but perhaps not quite deeplv

$2.50 advance per person
Tickets at Record Bar,
Dur.'Ral./C.H.

how the
ay. tomor-

Halleck

Knit- fashion hit
comes i n six glowing ne
;thv
fall s h a d e s to give you a striking s h o w of color
j a c k e t s , s w e a t e r s and sport shirts. N e w t u r t l e n e c k
s t y l i n g in a c r e a m y soft b l e n d of Orion and wool.
Get y o u r fall collection n o w in F r e n c h Blue, Olive,
H e a t h e r , S p a n i s h Gold, B u r g u n d y , N a v y or W h i t e ,.
6.50

enough.
me to be most ob_ .. the fact that these
faceless people who were not
elected are not only making
American policy, they're mak"
ing British policy.
Friedenberg: I don't follow
the logic of it in relation to
What happened because, of
course, the Secretary of State
appointed, if that's what you

perhaps Dean Rusk is a .
Sessional person which
something one should be I
amateur at, he certainly isn't
professional diplomat. He is

very diplomatic.
fessor, ei
Question: Aren't we commilted to Viet Nam?
Newfiled: I don't know who
made that moral committment
to South Vietnam but in the
lasl election, 67 per cent of the
e of South Vietnam •
against the government that is
now in power, I don't think 25
per cent of the people can bind
America to a moral committment.
I don't think there is
anything .moral about the

should

be

handled

by

seminar

the

The Chancellor not only accepted the report but also took
on power of using the police
and-or National Guard if
The third set of protests occurred when the CIA came to
recruit. The students conducted a peaceful protest.
The last protests came this
October 17-19, when Dow
Chemical again came t o
recruit. Students said that they
would protest peacefully at
first but that on the 18th they
would obstruct
the
recruiters.
At 10:30 a.m. there were 200
students in a corridor of the
building, 200 picketing outside,
and about 500 c u r i o u s
onlookers. There are fights
between protestors and job
seekers and general blocking
of the recruiters' offices. The
police tried to arrest three protestors but others prevented
them from doing so.
Though they really didn't
want to, the administration
called the city police at 11.
They were put across the
street from the protestors and
told to wait.
The administration then said
that if the students would
disperse, they would send Dow
Chemical away. The students
wanted a written agreement
never allowing Dow again on
campus. The administration
naturally refused.
*' ':30 the administration
sent the police in. From the
time they info-med
the
students that the oolice were
being sent in to th? lime that
the police arrived there was
not enough time ft*' anyone to

NORTHGATE •

DOWNTOWN

into it to fill a
mm left by the
d the CIA to build
government under
i-hose murder the
ltly ultimately conived afte he had ceased to be
seful.
As
president
Eisenhower h i m s e l f commented several times we simply couldn't allow the elections
scheduled for 1957 to be held
because 80 per cent of the people we thought would have
voted for re-unification under
Ho Chi Minh.
Now, I'm not now comimenting about the morals of
this although I'I
i '.hat !
There ;
anybody there to r e
committment that yoi

ing. Middle class people
made for violence.
Tear gas was used by the been made. If
police which quickly dis
everyone. By 6:00 things we>-e j :
peaceful but not quiet.
%
That night the faculty met g
N&WS
and was every angry at the
police. 5,000 students met at
what could be done.
The administration look all
the police off the campus.
Things quieted down quickly.
Three fires were started in the
administration building but only one was serious. There were
a number of threats made
against the members of the administration. Several needed

The police assumed that the
students would go limp when
arrested and would easily be
carried into awaiting
vagons. Instead the students
pushed the police out. The
police then lost their "cool"
and began swinging with their
billy clubs. The entire corridor
was cleared in 12 minutes.
The police hit all students
who were in the way including
women. The kids fought back
and began beating the police,

The Chancellor who called
the police was very radical. He
was with the faculty and not
the administration. His job was
not at stake. The faculty
wanted to defend him but also
i condemn what he
; impossible to
did. This
do.
The next night there was a
rowdy meeting of the Faculty
Committee.
The
University Committee which is
made up of distinguished
faculty members brought up a
resolution Jo support the administration. After hours ot
noisy debate they voted two ot
one for the resolution. 1 supported the resolution though I
felt that the administration did
do the wrong thing,
About 2,000 students wearing
•••black arm bands lined the
corridor through which the
faculty had to pass.
1 feel that things have
matured. Not blame b u t
prevention
-_. _t was
almost inevitable that some
students would obstruct and
others not. The right to recruit
is involved like Merideth's
right to be at the University of
though "- ;
debatable. Ninety to ninety
five per cent of the people in
the state are behind the administration. Only the faculty
has sympathy for the students
studenls.
We don't know where we are
The faculty eame up with a
compromise measure which
condemned violence in any

A representativ of the
Southern Methodi
sity School ot Law (Dallas,
Texas) will be on campus
November 14 to talk to students interested in attending law school upon graduation. For information and to
make appointments please
contact the Appointments
Office, 214 Flowers Building.

A coming problem is that the
CIA will be recruiting in a few
months. Forty on fifty have
already promised to obstruct
them. Twenty more may get
guns to protect themselves and
Moltov coctails to throw.
A distinct problem
is
legislative interference. It feels
that the administration is too
soft and may try to assume
some administrative power.
The administration d o e s n ' t
want the CIA, but the Board of
Regents will probably force the
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The major trouble ( a t
Wisconsin) a draft protest,
began two springs ago. Two
thousand students of
all
descriptions and p o l i t i c a l
persuasion moved into the administration building. Later
there were a number of
teachins on campus. There
were police on campus but
everything ended peacefully.
Last winter Dow Chemical
came to recruit. At 'first it was
. small and fairly violent, A few
" obstructed the recruiter's office. Some were arrested. Then
a larger group of about 500
students obstructed the Dean
of Students' office.
The
Chancellor who was in the office at the time bailed the
students out of jail with his

or some kind of tormal
authority lo receive it.
For that matter you may
have heard many pei.ple who
told you that Dean Husk was

Halleck:
has to lie
is that y

Student protest

The incidents left
shaky. About the same time
Ted Kennedy came to speak
but was shouted down by
radicals because he wouldn't
discuss the war in Viet Nam.
This incident upset many on
campus.
The liberal faculty felt that
the activist left threatened
values that the liberals believed in. They were worried that
free speech and the right of
people to get jobs might be
eliminated.
The faculty then drew up a
policy on punishing students.
They felt that t h e
administration had no power except
when
the
students
physically
endangered
themselves or others. The rest
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"Shake a Tail Feather"
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Armory
Stadium Dr.
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All
really can't come to the campus very comfortably. Wc are
subjected only to one side of
the Story. , . . One of my patients talks about three-year
doves, two-year doves and
one-year doves.
And I'm a one-and-a-halfyear dove. I think that there is
is legitimate position on the
other side, that's arguable. I
don't know how you people on
the right or center are going to
get there unless you. . , adapt
exactly the same taietics that
they are using.
Friedenberg: Dr. Halleck, it

implication I
amply ot violi
although the
ading more in
you said, th

1 lu.;io, hui my friend
look when they get in
the way those people
when they were indig
saw it on the TV right
room, and they really
Also I don't think
there is a qualitativ
ference in the way each

I don't kno
other
they don't s|
What do you think
about segregated facilities?
Friedenberg; With reference
to this segregated facilities
bill, we had exactly the same
question about the meaning of
*t;he'''behavior"i"i. ... c
i n g w i L h , t h c ^famous proposition H in California, which
was a iroa.isi-.iis: .a repeal,
that is e. positive vote would
have been a vole to repeal, a
law against discrimination In
housing. And that proposition
did carry — the liberal position
was no, the yes position carried in the same election that
swept Mr. Reagan in.
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Comment

Tech: in retrospect
By ED CARTER
Note: preview of the DukeNavy game will appear in
Friday's Chronicle.
When the Duke team exploded onto Gram Fri eld
before the opening yickoff, you
could sense a quiet fear hover
over the stands and a nearby
Tech alumnus murmured in
astonishment that ' ' D u k e
really looks hunyry." Indeed
Duke appeared psychologically
ready to at last unleash that
offensive attack thm everyone
excitedly Whispers a b o u t
before each game a"d yet once
the game begins, no one
Unfortunately, when the final
play ended and ecstatic Tech
players rushed over to congratulate their head coach,
Duke fans who had made the
long trip to Atlanta sadly found
themselves still waiting for
Duke's striking power to
develop into a reality. The onlytouchdown Duke had scored
came on a weird play after an
excellent 50-yard pass by
Waodell with two seconds left
in the first half.
Duke thus found itseit only 5
points down at halftime and
appeared mentally prepared to
assume control of the game
after a ludicrious 1st half.
Again ami ajjain in that half
Duke handed the football to
Georgia Tech that 1st half.
Vol. again and again Duke's
defense rase ta the occasion I"
deny the Yellow Jackets a
touchdown.
The only
touchdown in the 1st half oceiu-i-ed when Ihe Duke defense
was victimized by foul luck:
the entire Devii secondary
charged into the line when
Tech quarterback Eastman
fumbled in his backfield. As
soon as Eastman escaped a
diving Robin Bodkin at (he line
of scrimmage, there was no
one
between
him
and
pay dirt.
At the start 01 tne second
half. Al Woodall diroclcil an attack which penetrated into
Ccan'iJi Tech territory only to
see il fall hack due to a costly
15 yard penalty. Possibly, Ihis
iiuiv have bean the key occuiTciice al Ihe game. Wilh the
iniruclioii Duke lost
its
momentum.
Had thev seared they would
have saryed ahead 14 10 12 and
Ihe psychological ailvanlaiu'
would have been overhwlciuinglv in Duke's favor. Another
key play came on our last
sr.i i'i IJI'. u ppail unity as Frank
Ryan was stopped going up Ihe
middle- on a fourth down-and(wo al Ihe Georgia Tech liveyard line. This armchair
quarterback cannit help but
speculate as to whether a
Woodall pitchout la 'Cramps"

But even with this bitter
defeat to a Tech t e a m
decimated by injuries, Duke
emerged with a few bright
spots. The two most impressive aspects in Duke's loss
were, first, the superb pass
protection Al Woodall received
from his offensive line and
secondly the ferocious and
play of linebacker
Hi.-;: •
le.
•i would like to predict that in
•two years he will follow in the
foo'stcps of .Mike Curtis and
Bob Matheson as a Duke AllAmerican linebacker. H i s
pursuit is excellent and he
tackles with a crunching zest
that sent groans through the
Tech .-lands everytime he collided with a ballcarrier.
Another 'bright spot is the
sli-Jidj i m p r o v e m e n t of
halfback Pete Schafer. On two
occasions excellent body fakes
and jitterbugging grabbed him
a few extra yards.
One last word in praise of
inn defensive line. Once again
this weekend they fought most
of the afternoon pressed up
against their end zone. Yet,

they contained the fast Georgia
Tech hackiiHil extremely well
and prevented any long TD
runs, so prevalent in past Tech
games.
Duke football now turns into
the homestretch, there is an
intense desire on the team to
cud tbe schedule with an even
record. This is certainly an
achievement not to be ashamed of yet far from the hopes
and dreams on which the
season began,
This weekend in the Oyster
Bowl at Norfolk, Va., Duke
clashes wilh a Navy team that
has been highly regarded all
year. But even with their best
team since Jolly R o g e r
Staubach was terrorizing opponents, there is too much
pride and ability in the Duke
players to permit the condonation of our past crucial
mistakes. The Duke fan has
become impatient in
his
waiting perhaps, this is the
weekend when Duke will shun
the inconsistency which has
plagued the team all year and
Wuli a devilish delight easily
roll over the Middies.

Blue imps prepare
to demolish UNC
By RUSTY GRADY
Kickoff time is 2:00 p.m.
Saturday for the traditionally
exciting finale of the freshman
football season: the Blue ImpCarolina game. The Imps,
heallhy I'riini a two week layoll
and high-spirited after their 7-6
"Toilet Bowl" win (over
redhsirts and some varsity),
have plans for revenge. The
past four Duke freshmen
leani.s have suffered losses in
the "big game" of t h e
season.
The Blue Imps have a strong
learn, like the Varsity, one of
their major problems this
season has simply been bad
hick—lake for instance the loss
to N. C. State in the final
is seconds. Most of the offense
has been generated by running
backs John Cappelano and Phil
Asack.
At tailback, Cappellano has
gained 198 yards at 3.54 yards
a carry, while fullback Asack
has 192 al 3.84 a clip,
.ick Leo Hart has
been quite offective as a
passer, completing 27 of 56 for
325 yards and one touchdown.
Thirteen of his losses have
gone to end Pat Martin,
Defensive slars for the Imps
have linen big Guy Johnson al
laekle und end Bob Shinn.
Freshman coach Jack Hail
seeins salisifed that his team
is ready for the Tar Babies.
"We seem In he al fall

Hall. He went an to tell of
some changes in the offense.
"Wesley Chesson is back at
quarterback, and is strong
both running and passing. And
a guy named Nadir Baydoun
"aa.s really come on in the last
few weeks. He'll see action at
tailback along w i t h Cappellano." Finally. Hall added
that the kicking game should
be very good, since placekieker Gary Pugh is "one of the
best ever" at Duke,
Offensive tackle Guy Guthrie
summarized the strong points
of the Duke offense, "We'll be
real strong off tackle with
Asack and we'll have good
range outside w i t h Cappellano."
Guthrie echoed Hall's words
when he said ihat Chesson is
good "running and passing."
With Chesson and Hart sharing
the quarterbacking, the offense
may be more flexible and
versatile,
If the game holds true to
form, it will be a wild, highscoring affair. In Ihe past 14
games, 384 points have been
scored — an average of almost
44 a game.
The admission price of $1.00
is a donation to the North
Carolina Cerebral
Palsy
Hospital anti Ihe Durham Exchange Club's S h e t l e r e d
Workshop for t h e
Handicapped.
Any clash between Duke and
I'.N.C promises lo he Ihrilling
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Friedenberg: four-sided impact of youth
There are about four major
points that 1 want to make
about the influence (impact
may be too strong a word; thai
I think dissent in:: youth, ill ;u ay
use that term to include the
categories of both hippieism
and studenl activists without
having to spend time on a taxonomic distinction between
them. Thcro are about four
ways for the four major points
that I'd like to make about the
way which it seems to me that
these students (they're not all
students, of course) but that
these young people of student
e having on the rest of
:iety.
The first of these stems from
what Paul Goodman has called, I think very justly, their
aristocratic quality. I believe
he called his Playboy article
about
them
"The N e w
Aristocrat." It seems to me
that this is an extremely novel
contribution to A m e r i c a n
society. It wouldn't be as novel
a contribution, obviously, to
most other Western societies.
It would have to be a new or
renascent one, but there is,
even in French society, after
all, this component of the
tradition, even if it was one
that was put down by force
and violence in the early part
of the nineteenth or latter part
of the eighteenth century.
But it is explicitly contradictory to all o f f i c i a l
American values, to most
grass roots values as well, and
to find it reaffirmed by a
group of young people who by
and large, ! think, don't even
know that they have it and
might not even like to think
that they have it attributed to
them is both a heartening and
a rather astonishing discovery,
not indeed without its components of irony.
Now what it is that makes
such young people, in my judgment, aristocratic, Is essentially, I would think, their
relatively non-impirical orientation relative to the American
norm for social behavior and
even more for individual
behavior, their commitment,
conversely, to expressiveness
in action. Their concern for the
moral quality of their act. By
the moral quality of their act, f
mean of the act itself not the
moral end to which it is
directed.
Now all of these things, you
see, are really profoundly unAmeriean, much more profoundly un-American t h a n
Communism, which turned out,
it seems to me, in the course
of development, to have pro-

duced, at least to ihe Suviel
Union a social system so
much like our own as to make
it very difficult to understand
what all the hostility was about
in the first place. But concretely, what these qualities
mean, is something really
qtnlc extraordinary.
First, this non-empirical way
o f behaving, noii-emuirical
commitment to being, also lo
action, in many cases, but
even to action in what one is in
the course of the act rather
than what one does as a consequence of the act. You see,
this really runs counter to the
whole grain Of American
:..
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it. This is the sort of thing
which is implied by th?
emergence of the phrase,which
iias a new meaning, "beautiful
people", meaning, certainly,
not people who are necessarily
physically beautiful although
that helps, and not the same
thing as the phrase that is occasionally applied to the Kennedys on route to a resort.
It refers primarily to people
such as Allen Ginsberg has
come to symbolize, that is,
who seem to be uncorrupt,
graceful, c e r t a i n l y not
personally
a t t r active
necessarily, but to present a
picture, which is not after all,
the same thing as an image, to
be perceived, as in
fact,
morally and aesthetically of a
piece, and being who they are,
because that is worlh being to
them, and making their contribution to other people by
this fact of being.
Now I think it should be
clear that from that point on,
once you begin to refine what
one means by being a little
further, there has to be an immediate divergence right at
this point, between the activists, and what we've been
calling the hippie because the
"What would be the most
practical thing to do?" Then
you are running along a track
parallel to the track the
establishment runs on. I don't
think you necessarily need to
proceed along it to a common
ion, but at least the
question, the e n d s - m e a n s
dicotomy has b e e n reintroduced, and with it, the common American moral judgment, that the means are less
important morally than the
ends.
But at this point, there turned out to be a real conflict of
interest about what one should
do next, and I think it is important to note that at this

kind of society, one must
assume that they are quite
Establishment
likely to be subjected to more
called posture, of the activists,
strain than a relalionship can
came to be more like that of
bear either through punishthe establishment than that of
ment and anxiety, as in the
the hippies.
case of homosexual relaOf course to be totally fair, I
tionships, or through perhaps
have to complete the symthe drag to an excessive exmetry of my four-part example
pectation of permanence in
and admit that some of the
seme h e t e r o s e x u a l relamarshalls certainly acted as if
tionships in the whole question
they were doing their thing,
of geographical mobility in the
and as if it would be a weekend
society as a whole so that one
to remember with g r e a t
is constantly ripped apart from
satisfaction.
people one loves. And this imI don't particularly like those
plies that you not only have to
marshalls, still, on the whole, I
learn to use the technology, but
think I would prefer even them
that you have to learn to love
to sort of Up-tight, Eichmanesin a comparatively short time,
que kinds of people. But my
and this, I think, the kids are
major point, in any case, is
doing.
this sense that moral being is
There's been a shift in what
not only worthwhile and is a
is expected of affection in this
thing in itself; a thing worth
case. One of the small, but
being in itself. You just are, if
quite remarkable things about
you are, but that it is better to
it, it seems to me, is the kind
be beautiful is, almost wholly,
of thing which is symbolized
an aristocratic point of view.
and so easily overlooked in the
I think most hippies, or stuAirplanes, one of their most
dent activists, could say about
familiar songs "Don't You
their activism, and about the
Need Somebody to Love?"
way in which they maintain
since all of the earlier popular
their integrity, exactly what
songs that I know of, one f the
J.P. Morgan became unduly
most popular semi-classic ol
celebrated for having said to
its kind goes, and has as its
the noveau-rlch. o r aspirant
catch phrase and title "Someof the bourgeouise, who asked
Friedenber-r s p e a k i n g
one to Watch Over Me,"
him how much it cost to rent
But in this situation there
his yacht; namely, if you have that call, I mean that this is "polymorphus perverse", but
has
been an object reversal and
to ask, you cannot possibly af- opportunity for me even Viet in any case, the essence of
a great deal of the new music
ford it.
Nam is an opportunity,"
what is being introduced is a is not only not moon, June, and
And this is the basic difAnd I can't say that this is satisfaction in sexuality, that spoon.
ference between the young erroneous, I think it's wrong, does not attempt that would
A third thing which I think is
dissenters, and the people who but even (hat is rather a be inconvenienced by making
provide the statistics with presumptuous judgment t o extreme distinctions between quite important is a new conwhich
Professor
L i p s e t make from a position of those aspects of an experience ception of authority. But here
we
get, I think, very much into
swamps them, and he is relatively considerably greater which, under certain clinical
perfectly right. It's still, and comfort. But certainly, even for circumstances it may be con- shoal waters, because this new
conception of authority is quite
probably always will be, a a middle class, this is an ex- venient to deem sexual.
a
dangerous
one, but it is a
minority movement.
traordinary aristocratic way
The feelings that
a r e very valid one, and one which
But it is a movement away of behaving, and the word, is. i associated with it and the way must be understood. People
from the instrumental use of think, the best to use.
the whole experience is related still go around talking about
where you're at, particularly
The second of these major to the being of the other rebellion in youth . . . but
since where you're at is a characteristics is a new at- person, if indeed there is rebellion is o n l y possible
university with the social titude toward sensuality. I another person, as one would against an authority which is
reasons that have
b e e n could have said sexuality hut assume there should be, but accepted as legitimate, as you
discussed, I mean that pro- if I had, then I think I already have difficulty in this case with can rebel against a bad king
vides the opportunity for com- would have been in the middle- some of the writing say oi for being a bad king. You canmunication confrontation, and class bag from which I am Genet. But generally speaking not rebel against a king,
so on. Now I think it also trying to distinguish them. It I would say certainly there however, unless you believe in
follows that this has to he seems to me that to have sex- must be at least in fantasy to monarchy.
essentially a middle clas.-, ual relations at all is a be taken back to enrich a real
movement in its o r i g i n s , distinctly middle-class way of relationship later.
You can revolt, but you can't
because if you're a working behaving. Unless one i s
rebel.
Well, this use of sensuality to
class, what looks to the middle already considerably alienated,
And what the most resistant
class dissenter like a trap, is you have, well, even to have vitalize and infuse, and again of the kids that I know, and
likely to look to you like a lad- relationships is more pompous, notice the way the linear those who I think are most
speech which is the only kind
it seems to me, than one of speech that I have, really beautiful and who are both active and hippie and this occurs
I have heard it said, cer- should wish to be at the dead hangs me up because I'm on
the West coast perhaps
tainly, that one thing that SDS of night.
precisely not talking about us- more I wouldn't even use the
has trouble with is organizing
What you do may be describ- ing something, about a utensil word rebellion. They have
drafl resistance. This was
and
so
on,
and
yet
this
is
the
If it
in the words of one of
particularly true in Newark, becomes necessary to analyse. only way that there is to talk come,
them, in the language that he
but I think it would be true It may be in N o r m a n
uses, authority is regarded as
anywhere, was the reply from O'Browns extension of Freud's
This is a question of rela- if it were a dangerous, natural
people in the slum, "well, what term for the characteristic of tionships that are whole ana phenomenon,
no more and no
do vou mean, man? I want infancy and early childhood, intense, even though, in this less. This doesn't

don't have respect for

storm, if you know it's coming?
There's nothing in this to
suggest a neglect of common
prudence, but it does mean
that the question of the
Tightness or wrongness of the
authority, or the legitimacy of
it, is rather beside the point.
And you don't even assume
that tile authority
will
necessarily be hostile, only
that it Will be destructive. In a
way, of course to make even
that assumption is to deny
yourself the blessings that you
can get from a genuinely
benigh authority. In my own
experience, however, the kids
get around that in the same
way that southerners of my
generation get around their
own racial prejudice in submitting to the domestic tyranny of Negroes as was extremely common of course in
middle class.
That is to say, there are certain kinds of authority that you
simply don't think of as
authority at all, and it's quite
irrational, and these people are
regarded as sort of honorary
members at least on tenuous
ground, and perhaps n o t
permanently, of your own
class, so that there are certain
kinds of people over thirty who
are simply not treated as if
they were authority. Paul
Goodman, characteristically, I
would say, would be one of
And you don't, therefore,
have to deny yourself all of the
wisdom if such it be, of your
elders. But this avoids thequestion of getting
into
whether an authority can in
fact be benign, or whether it
does tend to boil down into a
set of roles of papa-cop,
teacher-cop, and of course copcop. So, authority has come to
be treated as something which
you have to either live with or
die of, but that indeed you do
not identify with. And I don't

Panelists debate logic of Vietnam war
Newfield: I don't consider
myself a revolutionary, I don't
know what it means to be a
revolutionary in America, I
don't think SDS is revolutionary, for example, or Ramparls magazine. I think probably the only revolutionaries
in America are the black kids
in the ghetto who rioted this
summer. And that's not a conscious revolutionary activity.
Question:
Last night was
the first time it had ever occurred to me that in this countrv. since the Civil War, there
could be mass violence again,
you know, on a nation-wide
scale. And I was thinking of
revolution in the traditional
sense, of just mass violence.
And Lipset, or course, said he
didn't believe it could be either
started or sustained by the
minority again in our country.
Newfield: The only evidence,
so far, is of the summer riots
What I think about the riots is
that in the long run they probably do as much good as they
do harm. 1 think the immediate reaction in the white
community around Newark
was absolute horror during last
summer's riots, but I think
after the passage of time,
more and more people come to
accept the argument of social
causation, that Ihe poverty and
the police brutality and the
joblessness are the real causes
of the riots.
After the first emotion of
fear and hate against the

NSA plans
conference
The
C a r o l ina
region of Ihe National Student
Association will hold its fall
conference at UNC-G i n
Greensboro November 9-10.
ASDU has appropriated $50
'towards the registration fees
for five or six Puke observers.
The positions are open to all
undergraduates.
Any student interested in attending the NSA regional c.in
call the ASDU of lice (2ifi:i)
during office hours (2-5 p.m.
and 7-10 p.m.) and leave his
name for the organizers to

rioters passes, and people confront themselves, they more
and more are willing to accept
that poverty causes riots, not
agitators. And I think already
in Watts you see a tremendous
investment in the business
community to try to rebuild
Watls, and that is now beginning to happen in Detroit and
Newark, that the business
community
is
recognizing
before the Congress and before
the Administration that poverty causes the riots, and they're
beginning to invest in places
like Chicago and Newark.
I think, from what I can see
in Newark, which I visited during the riots and after, the
riots have created a now sense
of energy and dignity in the
black community despite the
terrible toll the violence took in
lives and property. But I don't
think that's revolutionary. The
riots tended to have a life span
of three days or four days in
most cities that
have had
them, and no major city has
yet had a second riot, and
that's something v»ry interesting, to think that people
do respond after a while, to the
poverty that causes riots, and
even though I have a personal
distaste for violence, I know
that if I was a black teenager
in Newark, I would have joined
that riot. And 1 just cannot tell
people not to riot, knowing
that. It would be v e r y

great tragedies of liberalism in
America is the way the liberals
capitulated to McCarthy in the
'50s so quickly, without a fight.
So many of the best liberals in
America went to McCarthy
and gave names. And I think
that was a real tragedy. People like Grantville Hicks, who
is a great literary critic, went
to him and gave names.
I don't think the New Left was
going to be that cowardly when
McCarthy wanted to sponsor
the Smith Act, outlawing the
Communist Party, the Liberals
got so up-tight that Hubert
Humphrey introduced it instead. This was in 1954. I don't
think that the New Left, or the
New Liberals even, are that
terrified of being called Communists, the way liberals were
in the '50s, and therefore will
i-osisi ibis now McCarthyism,
and I would suspect that
Eastland's probe will not get
very far.
Queslon: To the xxtent that
any radical ehang? in this
country is going to involve the
help of radical institutions, to
what extent, do you see that
electoral pontics is even relevant to a context where the
two parties are just plain off
against each other in a more
or less meaningless system as
far as I can see.

Newfield: 1 see civil disobedience in all the other things
that the movement does, comin u n i t y organization, pamphleteering, p r o p a g a n d a ,
organizing as a supplemental
to parliamentary democracy,
not a replacement. And one of
Day favorite quotes is one from
Winston Churchill, which says,
"Democracy is the worst
possible political system except for all the others." And
tnat's what I feel, I think we
have to keep the institutions of
democracy in America, and
then try to unclog them and
make them work try to make
the Congress for example
more democratic abolish the
seniority system where in Ihe
House of Representatives of
the twenty standing committees twelve are chaired by
senators over fifty years old.
And lhal is unrepresentative of
Amcrici I Ihink the filibuster
should be repealed where in
But at the same nine. I think the Senate now thirty-three
there is a feeling lhal. on the plus one a minority of the 100
in slop any bill,
Left, they're gong lo resist Sei
Ibis system of McCarthy ism.
i,:, .I,..,- Do you ihink elecwhereas ' think on<- of the

Question: Do you disagree
•.villi Junks, then, you don't feel
there will be a repression, such
as McCarthy ism, after enough
of these riots?
Newfield: 1 think the basic
political trend in the country in
the last two years has been
polarization. Both the left and
the right have been gelling
more energetic and stronger.
Already I can detect signs of a
kind of MeCi.rlhyi.sni re'in'iiing
to the country. I think throwing Adam Clayton Powell oul
of Congress was one, the difficulty in seating Julian Bond
in Georgia, oven taking away
Mohammed A 1 i e ' s championship, or Senator Eastland,
now, initiating a probe of the
New Left and slralir.g files
from the New Politics Convention.

toral politics can be effective
in doing this?
Newfield: I think electoral
politics plays a role, I think it
was good that Julian Bond got
elected in Georgia. I think it
makes a difference to America
who the President is.
Question: Do you think it
makes any difference if its
LBJ or Bobby?
Newfield: Yes.
Question: What?
Nwfield: I think Kennedy
along with someone like Gavin
or Lindsay or Hatfied would
end the Vietnam War.
Question: Isn't Vietnam a

Jack that got us going.
Newfield:
Well J don't
believe in guilt by association
rf Jack got us in Bobby can
get us out. Thomas J
was a very different president
from Buchanan. A n d r e w
Jackson was very different
from Herbert Hoover. All
liberals are not the same. I. F.
Stone and George Meany both
call themselves liberals but
they're different guys. I agree
on it. I tried to emphasize last
night a lot of our problems arc
caused by liberals but that
doesn't condemn all liberals.
Question: Do you think that
ending the war is more im-

BRITISH SCIENTISTS

portant than directing all our
efforts
toward
getting
Congress to appropriate some
more money for things like rat
control?
Newfield: I think they're intimately related. B e c a u s e
we're in Vietnam, so much
money and imagination gets
diverted into bombing targets
i\ii Vietnam, that nobody in
Washington is thinking about
how to save the anti-poverty
program, which
butchered '""
week.
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whether this is a
psychologically possible way of
development, but on sonic people that 1 know al least I think i
it looks good so far and I think
it's worth trying.
The fourth of these impacts
is one which is, compared to
the three I've been discussing,
morally considerably more
frivolous, and one that I would
be much more ambivalent in
my own evaluation of, my own
reaction lo. But it certainly is
a part of what's happening and
it's gains lo ''Jive some rather
curious effects. This is what
seems to me to be the
remarkable equivocal response
of the mass media, if you read
them attentively and with open
margins to your mind Because
it seems to me that this
response is at the present time
splitting very much along
social class lines. The social
class I refer to being the anticipated social class of the
magazine's readership, and
even more the social class that
its advertisers wish to reach.
And a tendency to proceed by
what may be co-optation, but
after all that's the way
cultures
grow.
1 wouldn't go so far as Lipset
and say that no revolution is
possible, just that I don't have
strong feelings about it, isn't
what frightens me. But having
to live out the waning years of
my life fight;
of respectable people frightens
me very much, particulary if
they're very angry. It's not the
possibility of gaudiness or lack
of restraint that bothers me,
buts its the eruption of a How
of good taste so strongly
motivated that we may never
get over it at all and in this It
seems to me is something
which might very well be in
the offing.
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